
What do you need?

Simulation will be THURSDAY- need your letters by 

tomorrow or you can’t participate!

Copy of someone’s DBQ

Highlighter (I will provide if you need one)

Pen/Pencil



DBQ: Peer Edit

 1- Highlight their THESIS STATEMENT

 2- Highlight the TOPIC SENTENCE for the Body Paragraphs

 3- Highlight DOCUMENT support

 4- Highlight RESTATED THESIS

What is it missing?

At the top or bottom of their essay, write what key elements were 

missing form their DBQ



Score

 Score of 5:

 Clearly states who they chose

 Uses documents to support their response 

 Used at least 5 docs

 5 paragraphs- topic sentences- thesesis

statement

 Score of 4:

 Clear thesis

 Uses only 4 or 5 docs

 Lists facts from docs and doesn’t explain 

how the doc helps their choice

 Score of 3:  

 Chose a player

 Tells why they chose the player using 

personal reasons instead of support from 

the docs

 Used less than 4 documents

 Doesn’t have 5 paragraphs

 Score of 2/1

 Has not developed a thesis or paper does 

not follow thesis

 Does not use documents to support claim

 Does not have paragraph structure



Welcome to the South:

-Get your poster from Friday!

-Turn in Simulation Letters!

Movie Friday!  All missing work must be turned in 

and passing 2/4 core classes!



Review of what to do:

 1: Read the description of the 

“New” parts of the South

 2:  Pick out KEY INFORMATION to use 

in your advertisement

 3:  Create a poster that 

ENCOURAGES people to move to 

the “New South”

 4:  Must have 5 illustrations and be 

neat and colorful (if you can’t draw, 

use geometric shapes)





What did the NEW SOUTH 
look like?  

 Railroads:

 Over 8,000 miles of tracks were added 

 180 new railroad companies 

 A 135% growth in the South

 Industries:

 Better and faster transportation helped industries grow

 Textile Mills: most up to date technology and equipment

 Tobacco: cigarette manufacturing

 Steel and Iron

 Cities:

 Atlanta, Nashville, Baltimore, Charleston

 Schools

 Required school for children

 New colleges and universities

 New Laws:

 13, 14, 15 Amendments

 Jim Crow Laws



Unit 7: Industrialization



Vocabulary: Key People: 

Manufacturing

Monopoly

Urbanization

Assembly Line

Progressive Movement

Suffrage

Andrew Carnegie

John D. Rockefeller

Thomas Edison

Sinclair Lewis



Vocabulary

 Manufacturing- factories mass producing goods 

 Monopoly- a company that has complete control over one industry (Example: Rockefeller 

in the Oil Industry)

 Urbanization- the migration of people into cities where there were factory jobs

 Assembly Line- used by Henry Ford, each person has a specific job and it moves down the 

line 

 Progressive Movement- a social and political movement to help the problems that were 

caused by manufacturing and urbanization

 Suffrage- the right to vote



Key People

Andrew Carnegie- Steel industry: for skyscrapers 

and railroads

John D. Rockefeller- Oil tycoon- founded the 

Standard Oil Company

Thomas Edison- inventor of the light bulb- brought 

electricity to factories

Upton Sinclair author of The Jungle who wanted 

reform in the meat packing industry



EQ:  How have technology and innovation changed 

the course of American history as well as the lives of 

individual citizens?

Shift from AGRICULTURE to MANUFACTURING

Shift from RURAL to URBAN living

Railroads make trade easier = higher DEMAND and higher 
SUPPLY

 Factories begin to emerge 

Mass production of goods

 BrainPop



First Industrial Revolution

 Steam Engine- boats and trains

 Telegraph and Morse Code

 Railroads

 Cotton Gin

 Reaper/Thresher

 Made travel and trade faster

 Allowed communication throughout the 

US to be faster than mail

 Connected the East/West and 

North/South

 Made production of cotton EXPLODE

 Made farming more efficient



Second Revolution

Electricity:  power tools and extended the work day 

Oil:  powered automobiles, trains, factories

Steel:  lightweight iron to make skyscrapers

Meat packaging: New science allow for mass production 

of meat

Middle Class: working class



Today’s Revolution (Think 1970s-2010s)

We are currently in a Revolution…what is it?

Why do these “Revolutions” occur?

How do they change life and the world?


